
Despite the harsh situation in the big world, 

our little world (that is what ‘Mikros Dounias’ means) 

closes this school year successfully and with lots of
emotions - and is ready for new adventures! 

Our first pedagogues’ team is leaving the field work,

inventing ways to transmit their knowledge & experience 

to our new team members. What they are not leaving is the

vision of MD: our rich plans for advocating for
intercultural, outdoor, free experiential learning for
everyone include old and new team members! 
From September on, MD will be run by an interdisciplinary

team consisting of an early childhood educator, a

psychopedagogue, a social anthropologist, and a cultural

mediator. MD will continue to daily offer a safe space &
program for children of early childhood age - half of the
children will come from refugee families and half of
them from local ones. We hope that the circumstances will

allow us to also organize empowering team-building
activities for the parents, in order to support the mutual
inclusion of the families in a more holistic way. Our

preparation for the next school year includes some basic
infrastructure works in the olive grow that MD is renting. 
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Both the measures against the Covid-19 pandemic
and the new xenophobic governmental policies
regarding the reception of asylum seekers 

and the integration of migrants & refugees 

strongly affected Mikros Dounias' (MD) activities. 

During the past months, the Greek Ministry of

Migration and Asylum evicted and closed
the two community-based camps operating on

Lesvos (PIKPA camp, Municipal Kara Tepe Camp).

The current governmental plan is the construction
of a new camp/detention center in an isolated
area of the island. This way, asylum-seekers will

become invisible to the local community until the

conclusion of their asylum process - an unpredictable

time period, as there are people waiting for an

asylum decision for more than two years. 

Open, community-based spaces and 
projects that promote intercultural exchange 
are vanishing, a potential threat 

for a democratic multicultural society.

Mikros Dounias' news & plans 

https://www.lesvossolidarity.org/en/what-we-do/pikpa-camp


Any donation can help 
the community of Mikros Dounias
sustain its program 
during the next school year!
 
Please donate
- Through PayPal
- By deposit to our bank account:
National bank of Greece
Bank account number: 415/004159-91
IBAN: GR15 0110 4150 0000 4150 0415 991    
SWIFT/BIC: ETHNGRAA
Cause: Sustainability

You can also consider becoming 
a monthly supporter of our community. 
To do so, please follow this paypal link,

tick the relevant box and select 

the amount of money that you want 

to donate on a monthly basis .
 

Thank you from our hearts!  

Our cooperation with 

the Norwegian Association 

Gjengen i Ryggen, 

the Lesvos-based 

Starfish Foundation, 

the National Association of Free
Alternative Schools of Germany (BFAS)

and the European Forum 

for Freedom in Education (EFFE) 

have enriched and supported 

our operation this year. 

We are very happy to have established
our partnership 

with the local NGO Lesvos Solidarity 

on new, solid foundations. 

Our newly signed Memorandum 

of Understanding with Queen Maud
University College of Trondheim,

Norway, acts as a promise for a
scientifically interesting future!

Do not forget to read the journal
article "Social Sustainable Education
in a Refugee Camp", written by
professors of the same university 

who researched Mikros Dounias'

pedagogical methods.

MD is an intercultural learning community for
local & refugee children of early childhood age. 

At times of increased xenophobia and social
indifference, we are trying to empower agency,

facilitate intercultural communication 

among families and live together 
in love, safety & solidarity.

Unfortunately, our budget for the school year 
2021-2022 is not yet secured. 

In order to be able to offer 
pedagogical and emotional sustainability 
to children and their families, 
we need to obtain some 
basic financial sustainability 
for Mikros Dounias Non-Profit Association.

We are counting on your trust and support 
in order to maintain our program and 
succeed in implementing our future plans.

You can visit our website 
and join us in Facebook !

Your support is crucial!

Our partnerships

http://bit.ly/PayPal_MikrosDounias
https://www.paypal.com/donate/?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=LQVZG7QA82SWG
https://www.gjengeniryggen.no/
https://www.asterias-starfish.org/
https://www.freie-alternativschulen.de/index.php/about-us-in-english
https://www.effe-eu.org/
https://www.effe-eu.org/
https://www.effe-eu.org/
https://lesvossolidarity.org/en/
https://dmmh.no/en
https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/13/7/3925
https://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/13/7/3925
https://en.mikrosdounias.eu/
https://www.facebook.com/mikrosdounias

